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ABSTRACT 

Performance analysis of optical heterodyne receivers in Wavelength Division Multi

plexing (WDM) has been an important research area in the last few years. WDM can 

potentially provide hundreds of Gb/s channels in the same fiber. However, because of 

channel interference in WDM, performance analysis is important to design the system 

properly. In this thesis, a detailed noise and jitter analysis has been performed for ail op

tical heterodyne PSK receiver used in WDM. In WDM, noise sources include shot noise, 

channel interference noise, and phase noise. These noise sources will not only add to the 

signal, but also cause timing jitter at the bit timing recovery. Expressions for the noise 

and jitter variances at the detector input are derived for both RZ and NRZ signals. Bit 

error probabilities as a function of WDM channel separation are computed. It is found 

that the overall bit error rate performance of RZ is better than NRZ. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Performance analysis of optical heterodyne receivers in Wavelength Division Multi

plexing (WDM) has been an important research area in the last few years. WDM can 

potentially provide hundreds of Gb/s channels in the same fiber. However, becauric of 

channel interference in WDM, performance analysis is important to design the system 

properly. Several papers were written on this subject by Kasovsky [2][12][14] and recent 

publications by Zaccarin [1][15]. Kasovsky [2] has analyzed the receiver sensitivity penalty 

as a function of channel separation. In his analysis, he considered ASK, FSK, and PSK 

modulation schemes. Zaccarin [1] has focused only on PSK modulation. He studied syn

chronous detection using Costas loop, and analyzed the effects of channel interference on 

PSK heterodyne receivers with synchronous detection. He also considered the influence 

of laser linewidth on the system performance. 

1.2 Thesis Motivation and Objective 

According to Zaccarin [1], PSK heterodyne detection with synchronous demodulation 

is found to be the most sensitive detection among heterodyne schemes. Therefore, it ]b 
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the most attractive scheme in terms of performance for WDM applications. This fact 

drew active research performance studies on the PSK scheme. 

There are three important kinds of noise in a WDM heterodyne receiver: phase noise, 

interchannel interference, and shot noise. Phase noise contributed from both the trans

mitter and local laser diodes is the random phase component in the optical carrier. In

terference from adjacent channels, depending on channel spacing, has a strong influence 

on the desired signal. Shot noise is from the photo detection process whereby photons 

are converted to photo current in a photo diode. Therefore, shot noise is the random 

component of the photo current. 

All these three kinds of noise have been considered by Zaccarin. However, there is no bit 

timing recovery analysis in his work. He uses a single Costas loop for IF carrier recovery 

and does not consider timing jitter from bit timing recovery. To provide a more complete 

analysis, the objective of this thesis is to analyze the PSK bit error rate performance 

with separate carrier and bit timing recovery loops. More specifically, we will analyze 

the performance using a synchronous IF carrier loop and a Phase Lock Loop (PLL) 

for bit timing recovery. In our analysis, we will make some simplifying assumptions and 

approximations which will be summarized in Appendix C. A block diagram for the system 

to be analyzed is shown in Figure 1.1. In this thesis, we will also consider performance 

of both RZ (Return-to-Zero) and NRZ (Non-Return-to-Zero) signals. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 

As shown in Figure 1.1, the receiver front end consists of a 3db coupler, a laser local 

oscillator, a balance detector pair, and a differential amplifier. The signal and noiRe in 

this front end are analyzed respectively in Chapters 2 and 3. In the noise consideration, 

we analyze the power spectral densities of both shot noise and channel interference noise 

power spectral densities (PSD's). The use of the 3db coupler and the local oscillator 

allows us to shift the incoming signal frequencies down to the IF frequency. The balance 

detector pair converts the optical signals to electrical. The use of the balance detoctor 

pair and a differential amplifier allows us to cancel common noise and unimportant torms 

at the detectors' output. This improves signal to noise (SNR) ratio for later procensing 

[12]. 

The IF filter, following the differential amplifier, is used to reject signals outside the 

passband of the filter centered at a given IF frequency. The signal and noise through this 

IF filter are also analyzed in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. 

The third stage of the receiver is the carrier demodulation stage where a synchronous 

demodulator is used. The signal at the IF filter output is multiplied by the recovered IF 

carrier for demodulation. A low pass filter is used at the end of this stage to pass only the 

demodulated passband signal. In Chapter 4, we will analyze the carrier recovery process 

in detail for both noise and signal. In particular, we will analyze the power spectral 

denisty of the noise at the low pass filter output. 

The final stage of the receiver consists of the bit timing recovery loop and signal detec

tion. A phase lock loop is used to regenerate the bit timing for baseband demodulation. 
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An optimum model of the bit timing loop is derived in in Chapter 5, where timing jitter 

is also derived for both RZ and NRZ signals. 

The bit detection is based on integration-and-dump threshold detection. Detection 

performance is determined by both noise at the detection input and timing jitter from 

the bit timing recovery loop. The bit timing from the bit timing recovery loop determines 

the accuracy of the integration and sampling timing for detection. In Chapter 6, we 

compute the bit error rate given the noise and jitter from the previous chapters. 
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CHAPTER 2 

WDM Signal Analysis at Receiver Front End 

In this chapter, we will first analyze the received WDM signals at the first stage of the 

receiver: from the front end to the differential amplifier. As shown in Figure 1.1, the first 

stage of the receiver is based on heterodyne detection with balance detectors. 

2.1 Heterodyne Detection 

A heterodyne receiver is characterized by having a local oscillator and a mixer at its 

input stage. The mixer is essentially a directional coupler which combines the received 

signal and the local oscillator. The local oscillator is tuned at a frequency fip higher than 

that of the tuned signal. As we can see from the analysis below, only the tuned signal will 

pass through an intermediate frequency (IF) filter at the specified fip. The other WDM 

signals will be suppressed and the residue is called inter-channel interference. Therefore, 

by simply tuning the optical frequency of the local oscillator, we can select the desirable 

channel using a fixed IF filter. This is one of the important advantages of the heterodyne 

receiver [4]. Since we also use a pair of balance detectors, this heterodyne receiver is more 

precisely called a balanced heterodyne receiver [12]. 
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In this study, optical signals will be assumed to have different powers, thus different 

amplitudes. However, for simplicity, all signals are assumed to have the same polarization 

state as the local oscillator. With these assumptions, we can write the WDM and local 

oscillator signals in scalar: 

N 

E'igit) = E" coslwkt + 4>k(t) + ̂ t(0] (2.1) 
k=1 

as the electric field of the received signals and 

Ei 0 ( t )  =  Eio cos[u;/0f + ipi 0 ( t ) ]  (2.2) 

as the electric field of the local oscillator signal, where 

N : Number of transmitted channels, 

<f>k(t)  : Phase modulation of the k t h  signal, 

'• Phase noise of the k t h  signal, and 

V'/oCO : Phase noise of the local oscillator. 

The outputs of the 3db coupler can be represented as [12] 

^(0 = ̂ (E a i g ( t )  + E,o(t))  (2.3) 

and 

E 2 ( t )  =  - j=(E a { g ( t ) -EUt)) .  (2.4)  

Since the average photo current generated is proportional to the input light intensity, 

which is the square of the electric field, we have 

N N 

h = El( t )  =  Yl  y/Psicos[u>fc< + <f> k ( t )  +  il> k ( t ) ]  VpH cosK* + + Vy(0] 
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+ Pio cos 2 [wi 0 t  +  rj) io{ t ) ]  

N 

+ 2\/P*Ph cos[u>/0* + i f>io( t ) ]  ̂ 2  cos[iUA:t + <f>k(t)  +  ll>k{t) \  (2.5) 
k=1 

and 

N N 

h = El{t) = £ y/ps7 cos [wkt + <l>k(t) + ^fc(0] £ y/p»l «w[u>j< + Mi) + tfi(0] 
fc=i j=i 

+ Plo COS2[w l o t  +  1plo(t) )  

N 

- 2y/p^piZcos[w tot + ipi0(t)] Y cos[iukt + (j>k{t) + V'JfcM] f2.6) 
k=l  

where pai  = E%./2 is the optical power of signal i, and pi0 = Ef0/2 is the local oscillator 

optical power. The average photo current i can be simply obtained from the light intensity 

I according to [4] 

i  =  RI,  

where R = (Tjq) / (hf) is the photodetector responsivity. 

2.2 Differential Amplifier 

The differential amplifier takes the diiference of the two photo current inputs. For 

simplicity, we assume the amplifier has a unit gain, generates no noise, and has afrequoncy 

response large enough to pass ail the essential spectral components of the differential 

signal. Therefore, the amplifier also passes all the additive noise that occupies the same 

spectrum as the desired signal. If the amplifier's passband is greater than that of the 

desired signal, the excess bandwidth will increase the noise level with no increase of the 

desired signal. 
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From the above discussion, the current at the output of the differentia] amplifier can 

be expressed as 

*A =  h ~ »2 + «(0 

N 

= ^2 ARy /PmPlo cos[w tot + )] cos[wkt + + V»fc(0l + "(0 
k=1 
N 

= 2Ry/p^PhCos[wIFikt + - <fo(0] + n(0 (2.7) 
k=1 

where n{t) = «i(/) — nz{t) is the combined photodetectors shot noise, and 

( wif for the desired channel 

Awch. ± wjp for the two adjacent interference channels 

is 27r times the frequency of the signals at the amplifier output, wif is 2jt times the 

intermediate frequency /if, Atvch is 2ir times the channel separation frequency, and 

VuCO = iMO - ipk(t) 

is the combined phase noise. These signals and parameters are illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

We note that we have dropped the high frequency terms in Eq. (2.7) because they fall 

outside the detector frequency response range. Also, the double summation terms in Equ. 

(2.5) and (2.6) cancel each other out. This cancellation is one of the advantages of the 

balanced heterodyne detector. Eq. (2.7) shows that the detected signal at the output of 

the differential amplifier is proportional to the square root of the local oscillator power. 

Therefore, it should be possible to improve the receiver sensitivity by increasing the local 

oscillator power. However, when the laser power is increased beyond a certain limit, 

as will be shown in Chapters 3 and 4, the shot noise generated from the photocurrent 
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becomes dominant and increases at the same rate. Therefore, further increase of p/0 will 

not contribute to any improvement [4], 
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CHAPTER 3 

Noise Analysis 

In the previous chapter, we derived the detected output from the balanced heterodyne 

receiver. In this chapter, we will analyze the noise in the detected output. The detected 

output has three noise components: shot noise, phase noise, and channel interference 

noise. These three noise components can be seen as we rewrite the detected output from 

the previous chapter: 

tA = 2Ry/p a ipi 0cos[w I F t  +  -  <j>k(t)]  

+ ^Ry/PsiPio COs[( Altfc/i - WjF)t + V/,Jt+l(<) - <£*+l(0] 

+ 2Ry/pSipi0 cos[(Awch + wiF)t + ipi,k-i(t) -  (f>k-i(t)] + n(t) . (3.1) 

The first term of Eq. (3.1) represents the desirable signal. The second and third terms arc 

the two adjacent channel signals, and the fourth term represents the shot noise. Also, In 

the first three terms, Vv.fc and -0/,fc±l represent the phase noise. This chapter mainly deals 

with shot noise and channel interference noise. The phase noise, which is embedded In 

both signal and channel interference terms, will not be analyzed as an independent entity. 

The phase noise embedded in the channel interference term will be treated together in this 

chapter, and the phase noise embedded in the signal term will be discussed in Chapter 
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4. In the rest of this chapter, we will analyze the noise terms up to the output of the IF 

filter in Figure 1.1. 

3.1 Shot Noise 

Shot noise comes from the random electron-hole generation process in a photo diode. 

The generated photocurrent from the electron-hole generation can be decomposed into 

two terms: (1) the average current which is proportional to the incident light power and 

(2) a noise term which is called shot noise. This shot noise follows a Poisson random 

process with its electron-hole generation rate proportional to the incident optical power. 

The power spectral density of the shot noise at the output of the differential amplifier 

is given by [10] 

Sn(w) = q < Iph > \H(w)\2 (3.2) 

where < Iph > is the average photodiode current, H(w) is the Fourier transform of the 

impulse response of the photodiode to each photon, and q is the electron charge. 

Since the shot noise in Eq. (2.7) comes from the two balance detectors, the power 

spectral density of the noise is the sum of the individual power spectral densities. This Is 

due to the independence of the two photocurrent generation processes in the two diodeR. 

Therefore, 

Sni  = qR < E*(t) > \H(w)\2, 

Sna = qR < E$(t) > \H(w)\\ 

and the total power spectral density of the noise is 

Sn(to) = Sni(w) + = qR < E*(t) + E*(t) > |ff (t«)|2 
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where 

£i2(0+ £?(<) = Elg(t) + El(t) 

N N E 2 

= EE cos[(u>fc + Wj) t  +  <t> k ( t )  +  + Vjk(0 + 
fc=l i=l 

N N E2 

+ EE cos[(tojc - u>j)< + <t>k(t)  -  +  ̂ *(0 -  ipj( t ) ]  
fc=ij=i 
ip2 

+ + cos[2tw/0/ + 2ipi 0 ( t ) ] ]  .  (3.3) 

All the time-varying terms above will be dropped when we take average; therefore, 

Sn(w) = qR[N^f + ̂ )\H{w)\2 = qR[Npai  + («,)|2 • (3.4) 

Equation (3.4) represents the power spectral density of the shot noise at the differential 

amplifier output. Figures 3.1 to 3.4 illustrate the power spectral density with 72 = 0.1 

Amps/Watt, pai = 10-6 Watts, pi0 = 10~3 Watts, and |/7(u>)| = Here we assumo the 

response of the photo diode is fast enough so that its Fourier transform |tf(u;)| can be 

considered a constant in the interested frequency range. 

From the total shot noise derived at the differential amplifier output, the shot noiRe at 

the IF filter output is 

Sn IF(w) = Sn(w)\H IF(w)\2 

= qR[NpSi+pi0]\H IF(w)\2 (3.5) 

where HJ F ( W )  is the IF filter transfer function. Some PSD's at the IF filter output 

are illustrated in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, where we have assumed a second order bandpafiH 

function for the IF filter 

to) = j-2 
JWf . (3.6) 

(wjF - w2) + jwB 
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with B — 2ir X 100 Mhz. 

3.2 Channel Interference Noise 

In the following analysis of channel interference noise, we consider only the adjacent 

interfering channels. Channels farther away are neglected. 

From Eq. (3.1), the two interfering channels can be expressed as [1] 

xi{t) = (3J) 

and 

xh(t) = (3 .8) 

where 

A — 2RVpSi  p\o i 

wi = Awch  - wjF, 

and 

Wh = A wch + wjp. 

The total channel interference noise is 

I(i) = x,(t) + xh(t) . (3.9) 

Since the two noise terms xi(t) and Xh(t) are exactly the same, except their center fre

quencies are different, we will analyze one of them and apply the final result to both. In 

the following derivation, xi(t) is used. 
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To find the P.S.D. of £;(<)» we need to find the autocorrelation function first, which Is 

given by 

RX , ( T ) = E[xi(t)xi(t + T) ]  

a2 

.f. e-i[t"l(2i+r)-E^ik_1+EV'i,)t_i] _j_ ej[«U|T+Ac^*_i+AV'/1*_ilj (3.10) 

where 

A<t>k-i -  + r), 

AVu-i = + t) - ipi i k-i(t), 

S<^Jt-l = <f>k-l(t) + + T)t 

and 

£^,*-1 = + t). 

The second and third terms of Eq. (3.10) are high frequency terms so they will be dropped. 

Then, the autocorrelation can be written as 

Rx i(t) = + ]E[e^'^]. (3.11) 

In the above analysis we have assumed that the modulated phase and the combined laser 

phase noise are independent. In the following, we analyze the expectation of each term. 

For the modulated phase term let us define 

y(t) = . 

Therefore, 

= E[e-fo«-1 (<+r))] = E[y(t)y*(t + r)] = Rv(t,t + r). 
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For NRZ signals, the autocorrelation can be defined as 

1 for /, t + r G [nT, (n + 1)T] 
Ry(t,t + r) = -

0 otherwise 

where 

T is the period of the process. 

Since y(t) is cyclostationary, we need to take the average of Rv(t, t + r) over one period 

rT 
Ry(T)=fJQ 

Ry( t> t  + T)dt-

The final expression for the autocorrelation of y(t) becomes 

1 - ̂  for |r| < T, 
Ry( r) = (3.12) 

0 otherwise . 

Now we consider the laser phase noise terms of Eq. (3.11). Based on the phase analysis 

of Appendix A, specifically according to Eq. (A.10), we have 

(3.13) = = e".coh. 

By substituting Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13) into Eq. (3.11) we have 

RXI(T) = 
4r(l - ty)e 'coh cos wit for |r| < T, 

(3.14) 

0 otherwise . 

The above autocorrelation expression is valid for NRZ signals. For RZ signals we can 

show that 

i(i - ̂ ) for |r| < f, 

0 otherwise . 

Ry(r) = (3.15) 
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and 

R x , ( r )  =  -
^•(1 - ̂ )e~ wT cos wir for |r| < y, 

0 otherwise . 

By comparing Eq. (3.14) to Eq. (3.16) we find that replacing T in Eq. (3.14) by ^ and 

multiplying by \ on the outside we get Eq. (3.16). This implies that their PSD's only 

differ by these two factors. 

By taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (3.14) (see Appendix A for details), the P.S.D. of 

xi(t), for NRZ is 

(3.10) 

S x , (w)  =  

+ 

A 2  

2(tt—V w\i )  Uoh 
CO h 

[ -  B^e 'coh cos(wuT +  <fo)]  

A 2  

2(-^-  +  W 2
{ )  tC O H 

1 T 
[- B^E 'COH COS(W2IT +  ̂ 4)] 

A 2  

2T(  
1 ,,.,2^72 wu ~ B*e tcoh cob(u>i,T + fa)] 

W7 + w i l )  l coh 

A 2  

~ OTf 1 J. „,2 \2172~ ~ W21 ~ B*e cos(w2lT + fa)] (3.17) 
21)  coh 

coh 

where 

A = 2 Ry/PsiPlo ,  

WH = W — WL,  

w 2 i  =  w +  wi ,  

Bi  =  ,J[a 2 (aT +  1) + (aT -  l)™2,]2 + [(a2T + 2a)w u  + w*,T]2, 

B 2  = y/[a*(aT +  1)  +  (aT -  l)w 2 , ] 2  + [(a 2 T +  2a)w 2 l  + w^T] 2 ,  

B 3  = \Jwh + a2, 

B 4  = \Jw 2
t  + a2, 
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i . r (a2T+2a)w2i+whT •< 
<f>2 - arctan[^jTj^^r^r], 

<j>3 = arcta 

<j>4 = arctan{^), 

and 

a  =  d r -

Similarly, the power spectral density for Xh(t) is 

A 2 1 r 
£*/,(«>) = , ! 2 .h -Bae •«* cos(t»ifcT + ̂ 3)] 

2(^-4-^)  t c o h .  
coh 

A2 1 T 
+ ^7-i—;—j-T-h B A e  'coh cos(w 2 h T +  <f> A ) \  

+ U>2H) tcoh-
''coh 

A? 1 r 
~ 97V 1 J.,,,2 ^72 t£>?k-5ie~,«ACOB(l»lfcr + ̂ i)] 

* J. vjy— -r wlh) icoh 
coh 

~ 9T( 1  \  «.2 ^ ~ w 2h ~  B 2 e"^ cos(w 2 hT + <f> 2 ) }  (3.18) 
ZJ IpT X W2h) icoh 

coh 

where for this noise term 

w l h  = w-  w h ,  

and 

W 2 H = W + WH. 

All the other parameters are defined the same way as in Eq. (3.17). 

The total channel interference P.S.D is the sum 

SI(W) =  S X L (W) +  S X H (W) . (3.19) 

The above expression represents the power spectral density of the channcl interference? 

noise at the output of the differential amplifier. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show graphs of the 

signal as well as the channel interference noise P.S.D's at the output of the amplifier. 
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The desired signal has the same PSD behavior as the interference channels, however It Is 

located at the IF frequency and is independent of channel separations. These P.S.D's show 

each channel interference separately. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the channel interference 

as the sum of the contributions from each channel. These graphs are shown with two 

different sets of values for the bit rate and the corresponding channel separation. 

Since the signal at the output of the IF filter is 

I l F { t )  =  I{ t )®h I F ( t )  (3.20) 

where 

hjp( t )  is the IF filter impulse response, 

the P.S.D. of the channel interference at the IF filter output is 

Si 1 F (w)  = S/Mltf/Hu,)!2. (3.21) 

Graphs of Eq. (3.21) are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The parameter values used for the 

channel interference and signal PSD's are tcoh = 1.5 X 10~8sec, Rb = y = 50,500A/6/*, 

R = 0.1 Amps/Watt, p3i = 10-6 Watts, p/0 = 10~3 Watts 

The parameter values were based on having a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in th«> 22-

25db range. In Figures 3.7 and 3.8 we added all noise PSD's and set an SNR, equa.1 to 

23db for both sets used. This SNR value varies depending on the designer expectation of 

the system performance. It can be adjusted to satisfy various application requirements. 

The graphs presented in Figure 3.6 are the same as the graphs of Figure 3.4, reshnped 

by the IF filter. These graphs, in both figures, have the same values at the IF frequency 
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Figure 3.1: Signal, Channel Interference Noise, and Shot noise at Amplifier Output. 
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Figure 3.2: Signal, Channel Interference Noise, and Shot noise at Amplifier Output. 
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Figure 3.3: Signal, Channel Interference, and Shot noise P.S.D's with Channels added. 
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Figure 3.4: Signal, Channel Interference, and Shot noise P.S.D's with Channels added. 
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(500 MHz in this case). At the IF filter output, the power spectral densities are reduced 

significantly outside the filter passband. 
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Figure 3.5: Signal, Channel Interference, and Shot noise P.S.D's at the IF filter Output. 
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Figure 3.6: Signal, Channel Interference, and Shot noise P.S.D's at the IF filter Output. 
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Figure 3.7: Total noise P.S.D and signal at the IF filter Output. 
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Figure 3.8: Total noise P.S.D and signal at the IF filter Output. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Carrier Recovery 

In Chapters 2 and 3, we analyzed the received signal and noise from the front stage 

detection to the IF filter output. To recover the original signal, we need to demodulate 

the IF signal down to baseband. As shown in Figure 4.1, this IF demodulation requires 

carrier recovery or regenerating the frequency fip. 

Although there are several techniques to recover the IF frequency such as the Costas 

loop [1], we will use a simple carrier recovery loop based on frequency doubling for tho 

PSK signals considered. This choice is in part due to the consideration of laser noise [3]. 

As we can see in the following discussion, this phase noise can be suppressed by controlling 

the relative delay between the input IF signal and recovered IF carrier [13]. 

In the following chapter, we present a detailed analysis'of the carrier demodulation for 

both the signal and noise. From this analysis, we can find the noise power at the input 

of the low pass filter and the bit timing recovery loop as shown in Figure 1.1. 

4.1 Signal Demodulation 

As shown in Figure 4.1, the IF signal S(t )  is demodulated by shifting the signal down 

to baseband. There are two paths in this demodulation stage. The lower path in the figure 
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S(t) r(t) 

FH 

DKLAY 

ID 

(a) 

8 IF W + *IF (*•) 

(b) 

X-V ai(t) + IX QO— (t) 

Co»(W IEfc) 

Figure 4.1: Carrier recovery scheme. 

is the carrier recovery loop which tries to remove the modulated phase in Eq. (4.1) by 

doubling the frequency. The upper path adds a compensating delay t\ for synchronization 

with the recovered carrier from the lower path. Detailed explanation of the signal flow is 

given below. 

First, let us rewrite the IF signal S(t )  as 

S(t )  =  A cos[w I F t  +  ipi ,k( t )  -  )]  

where 

A = 2 Ry/plipte, 

i> l ,k( t )  is the phase noise of the selected channel, and 

(4.1) 
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</>k(t) is the modulation phase. 

The signal passing through the upper path gets delayed by t \ :  

S i ( i ) = i4cos[u>/j?(«-<i) + ̂ /iib(<-ii)-^fc(<-/i)] . (4.2) 

The signal passing through the lower path is first doubled in frequency: 

Sd{l )  =  A cos[2w I F t  +  2-  2<j) k { t ) ]  

=  A cos[2wipt  + 2r />i ,k( t ) ]  +  A sin[2u;/;r* + 2^/,fc(<)] sin[—2^>t(/)] . 

(4.3) 

Since with binary signalling ( f>k{ t )  takes on the values 0,7r, the second term of the above 

equation drops out to get 

Sd(t )  =  A cos[2wipt  + 2^/,jt(<)] . 

This signal is run through the bandpass filter to reduce noise power. Considering a 

delay 12 through the filter, the output becomes 

Sd2( t )  =  A cos[2wip( t  -  t 2 )  +  2 ip i y k( t  -  i2)]  .  

The output of the frequency halver, with Sd 2 ( t )  being its input, is the recovered carrier 

signal given by 

S 2 ( t )  =  A cos[w I F ( t  -  t 2 )  +  4>i ,k( t  -  <2)] • (4.4) 

The two signals Si( t )  and S 2 ( t )  are multiplied together to give 

r(*) = ^ cos[w/F(*i - t2) + - h) + Vv,k(< -h)~ <f>k(i - <1)] 

+  ̂  cos[w I F (2 t  -h-  t 2 )  +  -  h)  +  -  t 2 )  -  <t>k( t  -  <1)]  •  

The second term of the above equation is a high frequency term, which will not got 

through the low pass filter. Therefore, it will not be considered in the analysis. Also, If 
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we let 

At — t i  — %2 

and 

A^/ ,Jfc(0  =  ~h + At)  -  ipi , k ( t  -  t i )  +  wi F At,  

the output of the carrier recovery route becomes 

A 2  

r( t )  =  —  c o s [ A +  & ( i  -  * 1 ) ]  ( 4 . 5 )  

where At is the time delay difference between the two paths. This time difference con

tributes some phase noise as a result of carrier recovery. In the above analysis of the phase 

noise we assumed that the bandwidth of the filter is large enough to pass the total phase 

noise power so the demodulator can track the whole phase. The statistical characteristics 

and the power spectral density of the phase noise are analyzed in Subsection 4.2.3. 

In the special case of perfect synchronization between the two paths (At = 0), the 

phase noise will be suppressed and Eq. (4.5) becomes 

A 2  

r( t )=  — cos[<£(*-ii)] . (4.6) 

This signal is the baseband signal which will be used for bit timing recovery and final 

signal detection. 

4.2 Noise Analysis 

In this section, we will derive the noise power spectral density at the IF demodulator 

output. For simplicity, we neglect the phase noise in the recovered carrier. Therefore, 

from the noise point of view, this demodulation stage simply translates the noise spectral 
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density by / IF in the frequency domain. In the following, we will analyze shot noise, 

interchannel interference noise, and phase noise respectively. 

4.2.1 Shot Noise 

The shot noise at the demodulation input is given by n/f(i), and at the output the 

noise is 

n/(t) = n/f(t)Acos(w/ft) (4.7) 

where 

A — 2R y /pa ip,0  .  

Therefore, the autocorrelation of n/ is 

Rn i{r)  = E[ni( t )n t ( t  +  r)] 

= E[NJP(T)NIF(T +  T)\A 2  cos WJPT cos WJP(T + r)] 

A2  

= -2-R n , F (r )  cos  w I F r  (4.8) 

where R n j F  is the autocorrelation of the shot noise at the IF filter output. 

In the above equation, the high frequency cosine term will not pass through the low 

pass filter and is dropped. 

By taking the Fourier transform, the PSD Sn i F(w) is 

S n , (w)  =  -^S n i F (w)  ® t t [6(w -  wif)  +  6(w +  w I F ) ]  

A 2  

= —qR[NpS i  + PIO ] \HIF (W -  w l F) \2  

A2  

+ —qR[Npa i  + pi0] \H I F{w + WIF)\ 2 .  (4.9) 
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If we further take the low pass filter following this demodulation into consideration, 

the PSD of the shot noise at the low pass filter output is 

SN I P (W) = ~qR[Np a i  + PI0] \HIF{W -  WI F ) \ 2 \HI P (W)\ 2  

+ qR[Np t i  + pi 0 ] \H I F (w + ti;/F)|2|ff(p(uj)|2 (4.10) 

where 

Hip(w) is the low pass filter transfer function. Graphs of Eq. (4.9) and Eq. (4.10) are 

illustrated in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. 

4.2.2 Channel Interference Noise 

Similar to the derivation for the shot noise, the PSD of the channel interference fi(t) 

at the demodulator output is related to the channel interference J7f(*) at the IF filter 

output by 

h{t )  =  I lF{i )  Acos  wipt ,  (4.11) 

and the autocorrelation is 

A2 
R h( T )  = *2-RI jf(T )  cos  WIFT (4.12) 

where RIJF(T) is the autocorrelation of the IF noise signal. 

By taking the Fourier transform of the above correlation, we have 

Sj t (w)  =  •^Si I F (w)<B>n[6(w-wiF)  +  S(w +  w I F)]  

A2 A2 

— —SJ(W — WJF)\H(W — WIF)\ 2  + —SJ(W + WIF)\H(W + uj/f)|2.(4.13) 

From Eq. (3.21), 

Si I P (w)  = 5/(U>)|J9/F(u;)|2 (4.14) 
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where 

Sj(w)  =  S x t (w)  +  S X h (w)  

is the sum of PSD's due to low interfering channel (a:/) and high interfering channel (x / , ) .  

Therefore, 

Si,P(w) = Sit(w)\H,p(w)\2 . (4.15) 

Graphs of Eq. (4.13) and Eq. (4.15) are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Figures 4.4 and 

4.5 show graphs of the total noise and signal PSD's at the carrier loop output. Figures 

4.6 and 4.7 show these same PSD's at the low pass filter output. The parameter values 

for these plots are the same as they were set in Chapter 3. The low pass filter used is 

assumed to be ideal with a bandwidth of 500MHz. 

4.2.3 Phase Noise 

From the previous analysis and Eq. (4.5), the total signal and noise at the low pass 

filter output can be written as 

A 2  

KO = vE cos[AV>/,*(0 + <f>k( t  -  t i)]g ( t  -  mT) +  nip( t)  + 7,p(<) (4.10) 
m 

where g( t) is either an RZ or an NRZ pulse. Here we have assumed the phase noise 

Ahas smaller bandwidth than that of the signal and consequently passes through 

the low pass filter without significant change. From the equation, we see the phase noise 

results in a smaller amplitude cos[AV'/,fc]- Therefore, the noise contributed from this phase 

noise can be expressed as 

n p ( t )  =  p( t )  -  £[p(0] (4.17) 
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where 

The mean of p ( t )  is 

A2 

P(0 = Y COS[A^I,FC(0] • 

£[p(01 = + 

2 2 2 
A2 _JM 

= —c «coh co.(wfFA«) • (4.18) 

This result is based on the phase noise analysis covered in Appendix A. Therefore, the 

variance of np(t) is 

°\P = 

=  E [ p ( t ) 2 ] - { E [ p ( t ) } } 2  

A4 „ A4 - LA'I 
= —JS{cos2[AV'/,fc(<)]}——e~'cohcoB2(wiFAt). (4.19) 

Now we evaluate the expectation term in Eq. (4.19) as follows 

£{cos2[AV>/,fcC0]} = \ + ^{cos[2A^,fc(0]} (4.20) 

and 

£{cos[2AV>/,it(t)]} = + . 

But from Eq. (A.9), 

E[e~* 2 ^' ' k W] = £l[e-j(2V,l,*('-'l+At)-2^ilfc(<-ti)+2u;/f A<)j 

= e~J'2u;^Ate"4wl' (4.21) 
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and, with the same approach, we find 

Using these results we can write 

.E{cos[2AV>/,fc(*)]} = i[e»2u"*At + e"J'2u,^At]e~^ 

= e 'coh cos(2w/pAt) ,  (4.22) 

and the expression for the phase noise variance becomes 

A4 t iA|i n |At| 
c„p = "g"[^ + e 'coh cos(2wurAt) — 2e 'oh cos2(u>/fA<)] . (4.23) 
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Figure 4.2: Signal, Channel Interference, and Shot noise P.S.D'6 at the loop Output. 
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Figure 4.3: Signal, Channel Interference, and Shot noise P.S.D's at the loop Output. 
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Figure 4.4: Total noise P.S.D and signal at the loop Output. 
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Figure 4.5: Total noise P.S.D and signal at the loop Output. 
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Figure 4.6: Total noise P.S.D and signal at the low pass filter Output. 
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Figure 4.7: Total noise P.S.D and signal at the low pass filter Output. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Bit Timing Recovery 

In digital communications, bit timing recovery is essential to the final signal detec

tion. As we explain in the next chapter, the recovered bit timing is used to sample tlic 

integrated output of the demodulated signal discussed in the previous chapter. Since the 

demodulated signal also includes noise, the bit timing recovery is not perfect and the 

recovered clock has random phase deviation from the original transmitter clock. This 

phase deviation is  called j i t ter .  

In this chapter, a Phase Lock Loop (PLL) is used for bit timing recovery. We will first 

review the basic structure of a PLL, from which we can analyze the jitter and design a 

PLL with minimum jitter. In the discussion, both RZ and NRZ signals are considered. 

Input Output 
Loop 
Filter 

VCO 

Figure 5.1: The Basic PLL Structure. 
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The Input 
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Pass 

To Loop 
Filter 

Filter 
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Figure 5.2: Phase Detector Structure. 

5.1 Phase Lock Loop 

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, a basic phase lock loop consists of a phase detector (PD), 

a loop filter (LF), and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). These components aro do-

scribed below. 

5.1.1 Phase Detector 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the basic configuration of a sinusoidal phase detector, which 

consists of an analog multiplier followed by a low-pass filter. The product of the two 

sinusoidal signals can be decomposed into two terms. One term is proportional to the 

cos function of the phase difference between the incoming signal and the recovered timing 

from VCO. The other term is proportional to the cos function of the phase sum. The 

sum term is a high frequency term and consequently is blocked by the following low paHB 

filter. 
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5.1.2 Loop Filter 

The loop filter following the phase detector determines the characteristics of the PLL. 

More specifically, it determines the trade-off between the acquisition bandwidth and out

put timing jitter [5]. In this chapter, we will derive the optimum loop filter that minimize 

jitter. 

5.1.3 Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

A VCO is a circuit that generates a timing wave whose frequency is controlled by the 

applied voltage at its input. If the input is zero, the oscillation frequency is called the 

resonant or natural frequency of the VCO. When there is a positive applied voltage, the 

output frequency is higher than the natural frequency; similarly, when the voltage is neg

ative, the output has a lower frequency. In general, the output frequency deviation from 

the natural frequency is linearly proportional to the applied voltage [5]. The formulation 

of a VCO in terms of its input voltage and output frequency is also given in the next 

section. 

5.2 PLL Modeling and Jitter Minimization 

In this section, we provide a model for the PLL discussed in the previous section and 

derive the equivalent transfer functions for the noise sources at the PLL input. From the 

transfer functions derived, we will find the optimum loop function to minimize the total 

output noise, which is proportional to the timing jitter. 
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Figure 5.3: Bit Timing Loop Including the Detection Branch for RZ code. 

In the following discussion, we consider both RZ and NRZ signals. Although they both 

use the same PLL, the pre-processing before the PLL is different. For RZ signals, the 

pre-processor is a squarer to get rid of the polarity of the demodulatei-signal; whlln for 

NRZ signals, the pre-processor uses a one shot device which generates a pulse of half bit 

interval at every demodulated signal transition. 

5.2.1 The RZ Bit Timing Loop 

Figure 5.3 gives the block diagram for the RZ bit timing recovery. The signal detection 

branch using an integrator is also included. The squarer at the PLL input is used to got 

rid of the polarity of the demodulated signal. As we will see from the following derivat ion, 

this squaring process also doubles the frequency of the original square wave. Therefore, a 

frequency halver is used at the loop output to allow data demodulation in the detection 

branch. 
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The input to the timing loop is the signal in Eq. (4.16): 

r ( t )  =  Y  Cj cos(A^/,jt)g( t  -  jT)  + n a ( t )  (5.1) 
i 

where g(t) is an RZ pulse, Cj = ±1, and n a ( t )  =  ni p{ t )  +  Ii p ( t )  (sum of shot noise n/p and 

channel interference noise J/p as derived in the previous chapter). 

For simple timing analysis, we use a cosine function for the first term in Eq. (5.1) to 

derive the loop transfer function. That is, the input to the squarer is modified as 

f{ t )  =  ki  cos[ iU| ,< +  A+ <£,(*)]  +  n a ( t )  (5.2) 

where (see Chapter 4) 

<f>i( t )  is the information carrying phase, 

Aipi ( t )  = -  t\  + At )  -  -  h)  + wjpAt is the phase noise, 

Wb is 27TX bit rate, and 

Jbi — — 1 — 2 • 

With this expression, the squarer output is 

k 2  

f i t )  = y {cos^iM + 2A ip { ( t ) ]  + 1} + 2&i n a ( t )  cos [w b t  + A V';(<) + <^,(<)] + njj(i) . (5.3) 

Since n a ( t )  is usually small compared to the signal term, the square term «2(0's negligible 

and dropped. 

Now, assume the VCO ouput has the form 

fvcoit) = *2 cos[2w6< + 2 <f>vco(t)} (5.4) 
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where 2<f> v c o{ t )  is the VCO phase with respect to twice of the signal frequency 2Wb. When 

f2{t) and fvco are multiplied together, the phase detector output is 

k 2  

e( t )  =  k 2k d [ -£  sin ( f>{t)  + ni(<)] (5.5) 

where fcj is the phase detector gain, 

<t>(t)  = 2A4>i( t )  -  2ip v c o ( t )  

with 

2^t»co(0 = 2<^uCo(^) — g'l 

and 

tii(t) = na(t) cos[wbt + 2j/>vco(t) - Aipi ( t )  -  . (5.0) 

Assuming the phase difference 4>(t)  is small enough so that we can drop the sin function, 

Eq. (5.5) becomes 

= + "!(<)]• (5.7) 

Therefore, the output of the loop filter is given by 

k2 

[ - j -<^(t i )  +  ni(u)]h(t  — u)du 
-CO 4 

k2 

= ~^k2kd<j>{i)  ® h(t)  + k2kdni( i )  <g> h(i)  (5.8) 

where h(t) is the loop filter impulse response. 

According to the VCO characteristic discussed earlier [5], we have 

2dAjJt)  =  ( 5 9 )  
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Figure 5.4: The Bit Timing Loop Mathematical Model. 

where k v c o  is the VCO gain constant. Substituting Eq. (5.8) into Eq. (5.9) we get 

= —•k 2kjk v c o^(t)  <S> h( t )  + k 2kdk v c oni( t )  ® h(t)  .  

Taking this equation to the frequency domain yields 

(5.10) 

k 2  

2s\PVC0(s) = -j-k2kdkvco[2AiSi(s) - 2\P„C0(s)]ZT(s) + k2kdkVC0N1(s)H(s) . (5.11) 

This equation gives us the PLL model as shown in Figure 5.4. 

Rewriting this equation in the form of a transfer function with respect to the input 

noise, we have 

.t, /- _\ -4k2kdkvcoff(s) 

s  + -fk 2k dk v c 0H(s)  

A$,(S) + k^kvcoH(s)  N^ s) 

s  + -A-k2kcikV C 0IJ (s)  
(5.12) 

U2 
If we define k = ~^k2kdk v c o ,  Eq. (5.12) reduces to 

*»«=7rmiA^+^^h)N'(a) 
• 

(5ia) 

Therefore, we can define 

Q(a) = **('> 
'  s  + kH(s)  

(5.14) 
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and Eq. (5.13) becomes 

®«»(«) = 0(«)A®<(«) + ^g(5)iV,(5) . (5.15) 

Therefore, the phase difference of the PLL output and signal phase is 

Atf.OO -  V v c o (s)  = [1 - Q(s)]Atf.(a) - ̂ Q(s)Ni(s)  . (5.10) 

From this final result, the transfer function for the the additive noise is 

A\Pj(s) — yvco(s) 4 f.. v /, ... 
n,; k!Ws) (,-17) 

and the transfer function for the phase noise AV'»(0 is 

A$,(a) ®vco(s) 1 nr \ 
A*® = 1-OW- (5.18) 

From these transfer functions, we can express the variance due to channel interference 

noise, shot noise, and phase noise at the PLL output. These variances are needed in the 

derivation of the optimum loop transfer function and are given by 

° 2ch = IRKII -oo S C H ( W M( W Y 2 D W > 

Q f 00 

ash = —£7 y_oo SshWIQiwtfdw, (5.20) 

and 

= 5IRJ -oo ~ Q(w)\,dw (5-21) 

where 

Sch(w) is the P.S.D. of the channel interference noise from n\( t ) .  
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Sah(w) is the P.S.D. of the shot noise from ni(t), 

Sph(w) is the P.S.D. of the phase noise. 

These P.S.D's are are derived in Appendix B (see Eqs. (B.13) through (B.15)). The 

total noise variance is 

atot,RZ = alh + alh + aph (5.22) 

and the total jitter variance is 

ff] = (g~)2<rtot,RZ • (5.23) 

Graphs of Eq. (5.23), versus channel separation, are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 for two 

different bit rates. 

To derive the optimum loop function H(w) or Q(w) (related by Eq. (5.14)), we conRidcr 

the following functional variation 

Q ( w )  =  Q 0pt( w )  + S Q ( w )  (5.24) 

where Q o p t{w) is the optimum transfer function and 6 Q ( w )  the functional variation. If 

we substitute this Q(w) in the total variance expression, we get 

8 r°° 
'tot 

8 t°°  
=  ̂ 4  J  +  & f c ( w ) ] I Q o p < ( « 0  +  6 Q ( w ) \ 2 d w  

J Sp/tMIl - Q o p t (w)  -  S Q ( w ) \ 2 d w  . (5.25) 

Since 

7opt  =  ̂  J (JSch(w) + S l lh(w)]\Qopt(w)\ 2dw +  ̂  J  ̂ S ph{w)\ l -Q o p t (w)\ 3dw, (5.20) 

we have 

°tot  ~  °opt  = b J Z ,lwS°h(w)tiS"'iw)+4w»)]w(»)i,<'«> 
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+5f£L 2  R e{ i i e^^f^QoPM -  Sph(w)(  1 - gopt(u»))itfg(ti»)}rfi». 

(5.27) 

The first term is always positive. Therefore, the condition for Q o p t  to be optimum is to 

set the integrand of the second term to zero. In order to have the real part of a complex 

number zero, it is sufficient to set the whole number to zero. Therefore, we have: 

n* (w )  = k$S ph(w) 
} le iSchW + Sihiwy + ktSphW 

From this, Q* o p t{w) =  Q o p t (w) ,  and 

1 - f )  16[fl*(u>) + S a h (w)]  
V° p t  ~ 16[S e h (w)  +  S. f c (« , ) ]  +  kjS p h (w)  '  

5.2.2 The NRZ Bit Timing Loop 

To recover bit timing for NRZ signals, we consider the use of a One Shot device at 

the input of the bit timing loop instead of the squarer. A block diagram for the NRZ 

bit timing loop is shown in Figure 5.6. The One Shot device is a circuit that generates 

a positive RZ pulse for each positive or negative transition of its input waveform. Figure 

5.5 illustrates the idea. 

This device does not change the statistics of the noise at its input. However, a# we 

explain shortly, it generates a new noise term during its process of converting the bipolar 

pulses into unipolar pulses. Since the PLL loop is the same for both RZ and NRZ signalH, 

we will use the results obtained for the RZ signals and make necessary modifications to 

accomodate the NRZ case. The input to the One Shot device was given by Eq. (4.16). 
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Figure 5.5: The One Shot Device Operation. 
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Figure 5.6: Bit Timing Loop for NRZ code. 
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This input can be rewritten as 

A 2  ̂  
r(<) = —- 2^ cj cos(Aipi ,k)g( t  -  jT)  + n a ( t )  (8.30) 

3 

where g(t) is an NRZ pulse and cj = ±1. 

The output of the One Shot device can be written as 

A 2  v 
r°(0 = ~2 /C a« c os(AV>/,fc)p(< -  iT)  + n„(<) (8.31) 

i 

where p(t) is an RZ pulse and a; = 0,1. 

As mentioned earlier, the One Shot device does not alter the statistics of the additive noise 

na(t) so we preserve the same noise notation. Using the Linear Spectral Line Method [6], 

the summation part of Eq. (5.31) can be partitioned into a data independent component 

and a data dependent, zero mean stochastic component. 

A 2  °°  
ro( t )  = -5--EK] cos(AV>/,fc)p(* - mT) 

m=—00 

A 2  ^ 
+ — cos(AV'/fit)(am - E[ai\ )p( t  — mT) + n a ( t )  . (5.32) 

m=—00 

From the first term of Eq. (5.32), we use a cosine term to derive the transfer function as 

we did earlier with the RZ derivation. So, we assume the input to the bit timing loop to 

be 

/(<) = ki  cos[u>6< + Aipi( t )  +  <&(/)]  +  n a ( t )  +  q(t)  (5.33) 

where q(t)  is the second term of Eq. (5.32). The VCO output will be the same as  in Eq. 

(5.4) with half the argument 

fvco(t)  =  h  cos[ttfi< + <j> v c o ( t ) ]  • (5.34) 
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The ouput of the phase detector will be 

2 

where <j>[t)  = AV*«(0 + — i frvcoif)  and 

€(t) = k 2k d [^<j>(t)  + n2(0] (5.35) 

n2(<) = n0(<)cos[tut< + Acoit)  + |] + q 2 ( t )  (5.30) 

with <72(0 as defined by Eq. (B.18). 

The loop transfer function will be 

•-« - iS*'"W + "•37» 
where k = ^-/^d^vco and $in(s) = A\P,(s) + $,(s) . 

Equations (5.28) and (5.29) respectively become 

and 

q * ( w\  _ k%Sph(w) 
^  > 4[S c (w)  +  S 3 (w)]  +  k*S p h (w)  ( 5 ' 3 8 )  

1-0  4[5c(w) +,?,(«;)] 
y°pt ~ 4[Sc(t/;) + S3(™)] + k*S p h (w)  • l 5 - d" j  

The total noise variance, as derived in Eq. (B.30) is 

ctot,NRZ — °c + + CTp + o^2 (5.40) 

and the total jitter variance is 

ajt - (2~)2<Ttot,NRZ • (5.41) 

Graphs of Eq. (5.41), versus channel separation, are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 for 

two different bit rates. 
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Figure 5.7: Total Jitter variance at loop output for RZ. 
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Figure 5.8: Total Jitter variance at loop output for RZ. 
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Figure 5.9: Total Jitter variance at loop output for NRZ. 
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Figure 5.10: Total Jitter variance at loop output for NRZ. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Receiver Error Probability 

In the previous chapter, we derived expressions for the total noise variance, as woll ra 

the jitter variance, at the output of the bit timing loop. These variances will be used in 

the bit error probability calculations, which is the main objective of this chapter. Thene 

calculations are performed at the output of the detection branch. The detection branch, 

as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.6, consists of an integration and dump filter followed by a 

threshold detector. We assume the output of this filter to be a random variable that takes 

on the values -1 and 1 plus noise. This random variable is assumed to have a Gaussian 

distribution. The threshold detector, as shown in Figure 6.1, is represented by a binary 

decision circuit with its threshold value set to zero. The probability of error calculations 

are done for both RZ and NRZ signals. 

Figure 6.1: Decision circuit diagram. 
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6.1 Probability of Error Calculations 

Based on the diagram of Figure 6.1, the probability of making a decision error given 1 

is detected is 

1 f x th — (a-mi 

^ =  J  oo C da 

and 

The probability of making a decision error given -1 is detected is 

1 fOO —(o—m_] ) 3  

P( eI  -  1) =  - /==- /  c  ^  da (6.2) 
y2ira Jx t h  

where 

"2 = <P + 4, + < (6.3) 

is the total noise power in the detection branch, derived in Appendix C, 

mi is the mean given a 1 is detected, 

and 

m_i is the mean given a -1 is detected. 

The analytical expressions for m\ and m_i will be given in the following analysis. Graphs 

of Eq. (6.3), for both RZ and NRZ, are shown in Figures 6.4 through 6.7 for two different 

bit rates. 

The input to the bit timing loop was given by Eq. (4.16) plus the additive noise. This 

input can be rewritten as 

r( t )  =  Yj c i  cos(Arl>i,k)g( t  -  jT)  + n a ( t) (6.4) 
i  

where g(t) determines the pulse shape. 
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When we take the expected value we assume that the phase noise multiplying the 

summation is independent from the additve noise component. The expected value of the 

cosine term, based on the phase noise analysis in Chapter 4, is found to be 

.A2 IP uni 
E[— cos(A^,fc)] = — cos(wiFAt)e~'coh .  (6.5) 

The expression for the mean at the integrator output for RZ is then 

jpT l&'l 
mi = -m_i = ~~2~ cos(wiF&t)e '«<>/> (6.0) 

while for NRZ 

A 2T _JM 
mi = —m_i =  — cos(wjpAt)e  'coh . (6.7) 

If we express the probabilities of Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.2) in terms of the Q ( )  function, 

which is defined as 

(6-8) 

we get 

p(e| _ i) = (?(*«*-"-') (6.0) 

and 

p ( e \ l ) = l - Q ( X t h ~ m i ) .  ( 0 . 1 0 )  

Since we assumed xth = 0 and mi = -m_i, Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.10) respectively become 

p(e|-l) = Q(^) (0.11) 

and 

p(c|l) = £?(^-). (0.12) 
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The average probability of error in binary decisions is the weighted average of p(e|l) and 

p(e| - 1). Assuming 1 and -1 are equally probable we have 

Pi = |p(e|l)+|p(e|-l) 

= fl(^) • (013) 

Graphs of Eq. (6.13) are shown in Figures 6.8 through 6.19 for both RZ and NRZ, for 

two different bit rates. 

In Eq. (6.13) we assumed the recovered clock to he jitter free, however, this clork Is 

always contaminated with jitter which results in a jitter dependent mean. Thus, the new 

mean will be designated by »^2) instead of mi (the analytical expression for /i;(6 j,5j) 

will be given shortly). The jitter introduced at the recovered clock will be analytically 

represented in the limits of integration on the integrator circuit. Instead of performing the 

integration over exactly one period, we propose that it will be over one period ±(£i,tf3), 

as shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, where 61,62 are two random variables. These random 

variables are assumed to be Gaussian with same variance. Their variance is the Jitter 

variance defined in Eq. (5.23) as 

f f j  -  (2~) 2 < T tot ,RZ (0.14) 

for RZ and 

a% — (.2^)i(Ttot,NRZ (0.15) 

for NRZ, where tr f o t  r t z  and o^ 0 t N R Z  are given by Eq. (5.22) and Eq. (B.30), respectively. 

The mean ^(61,62) can take on different values based on the eight different combina

tions shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 which correspond to RZ and NRZ codes, respectively. 
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The analytical expression for 11^61,62) is derived as follows 

where 

A 2  JM 
/*i(SuS 2 )  =  [-g- cos(w/pAt)e  «c<a] x |/,| 

rT+S3 
/ , =  /  a ( t ) d t  (fl.17) 

J Si  

and a(t) is a variable with values corresponding to whether RZ or NRZ is used, as will 

be shown in the following sections. 

Considering the new value of the mean, Eq. (6.13) becomes 

(0.10) 

Pe =  Q(- ') (0.18) 

6.1.1 Error Probability For RZ Code 

For RZ code, a(t) is -1, 0 or 1. In order to cover all possible integral values, we define 

the following set of conditions: 

s'l =  61 for 0 < 61 < j ,  

61 =  Sl  +  T 
2 for — T < Si <  — 

62 =  62 for 0 < 62 < f, 

62 =  62 +  T 
2 for —T < S2 <  — 

61 =  62 =  0 otherwise . 

Based on the above conditions, the integral values are 

h — - j  + Si — 62,  

h  = + Si +  1^1) 
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r 0 T 2T 

- 8 i  + T +  8 2  

Figure 6.2: The eight possible combinations when RZ code is used. 
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/3 = §-|*l|-|*2l, 

h =  f - | * l |  +  £ ,  

h = -| + |^l|-4 

h = + l^il + 1^1, 

h = 

I s  =  ^ - S \ + S 2 .  (0.19) 

The final bit error probability is an average value of p e  over all possible //|(£i, £2) values. 

For each of the ^,-(61,62) values we get the following probability. 

Pel = 

= f° r Q('"lS''hhm.h)dhdS1 . (0.20) 
J—00 J—OO O 

With the assumption that £1,^2 have Gaussian distributions and are independent of 

each other we can rewrite the previous equation as 

" «=L L (0.21) 

We then consider all possible values and take an average to get 

1 4 

Pavg = T * (0.22) 
»=1 

Graphs of Eq. (6.22) are shown in Figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.17 and 6.19 for two different bit 

rates. 
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6.1.2 Error Probability For NRZ Code 

When NRZ code is used, a(t) is either 1 or -1, as shown in Figure 6.3. Based on this 

figure, there are 8 integral values derived as 

Il  ~ —T + *  — ^2, 

h — —T +  *1  +  l ^ l ,  

h — 

1 1 £
 

h = T- |« i |  +  «2 ,  

h = - r  +  | t f i | - «2 ,  

h = -T +ftl + lfcl, 

h = T - 6 X -  |f2|, 

h = T — Si  +  62 .  

Equation (6.21), with the jitter variance aj replaced by ajt, is rewritten as 

*• = 2̂ /I E • <M4> 

The final bit error rate is an average value of the bit error probability derived as 

Pavg = T J^Pei • (0.25) 
«=1 

Graphs of Eq. (6.25) are shown in Figures 6.14, 6.15, 6.17 and 6.19 for two different bit 

rates. 
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Figure 6.3: The eight possible combinations when NRZ code is used. 
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Figure 6.4: Total noise variance for RZ signals in the detection branch. 
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Figure 6.5: Total noise variance for RZ signals in the detection branch. 
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Figure 6.6: Total noise variance for NRZ signals in the detection branch. 
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Figure 6.7: Total noise variance for NRZ signals in the detection branch. 
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Figure 6.8: Bit error probability with no jitter for RZ. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Discussion and Future Directions 

An optical heterodyne PSK receiver, using two separate stages for carrier and bit timing 

recovery, is investigated. A new approach is used for the signal carrier demodulation 

based on a two route scheme. An optimum bit timing recovery loop is derived, based on 

minimizing noise and jitter power. The influence of shot noise, channel interference noise 

and phase noise on the receiver performance is studied. Expressions for these three noise 

variances are derived. Then, the expression for the jitter variance is obtained. Receiver 

error probability is then computed versus optical channel separation for two data pulse 

shapes, RZ and NRZ. The RZ case shows an overall better performance, as far as bit 

error rate, over the NRZ case. For a bit rate of 500Mb/s and a channel spacing of 4A 

GHz, with no jitter, RZ shows a probability of error of 1.26 X 10-12 versus a 5.0 X 10-11 

for the NRZ case as illustrated in Figures 6.8 and 6.12. For the same set of conditions, 

with jitter, RZ shows a probability of error of 3.6 x 10~9compared to 1.6 x 10~10 for NRZ. 

This is the only case which shows a better NRZ performance compared to RZ. Since RZ 

signals have a wider bandwidth than NRZ, they require higher channel separation. For 

a bit rate of 50Mb/s and a channel separation of 1.4GHz, RZ continues to outperform 

NRZ. 
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The receiver performance was studied based on a comparison between RZ and NRZ 

signals. Channel spacing is an important key parameter. The permissible channel sep

aration may be subject to some signal-to-noise ratio and bit rate requirements. Our 

results showed, Figure 6.17, that for high bit rate and low channel spacing NRZ can be 

used. When increasing channel spacing is affordable, RZ provides higher performance 

than NRZ. For low bit rate applications RZ would be the best choice. 

Other parameters such as signal and local oscillator powers, the relative path delay 

in the carrier recovery stage, the diode coherence time and the number of channels used 

affect the receiver performance. Most of these parameters can be adjusted to satisfy the 

designer's performance requirement. 

PSK systems will be useful in the future for reaching the goal of a coherent transmiflBion 

system which uses the full potential of single-mode fiber and the coherent property of laser 

light. This receiver can handle several hundred WDM channels. This allows us to use the 

full bandwidth of optical fibers. 
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APPENDIX A 

A.l Phase Noise Analysis. 

Phase noise is the main cause of incoherence of light at the output of a laser diode. Thin 

type of noise is due to the random spontaneous emission inside the laser cavity. In thin 

analysis, we assume that all stimulated emissions have a phase <j>, and the spontanroun 

emission phase will shift the phase of the output light by A<f> [10]. 

Assume that the signal is given by 

x(t) = (A.l) 

then its autocorrelation is 

Rx{T) = E[x(t)x(t + r)] = 25[eJH+^Me-,'M<+T)+^(1+r)l] = 

where 

A<{> = <f>{t + r) - <p(t). 

A practical way of finding is to consider the case where there is only one spon

taneously emitted photon in the interval r . 

If we assume that the coherent term has a magnitude ME and the combined magnitude 

is M„ as shown in Figure A.l, then 



QO 

One Spontaneous 
Emlsslom 

Mc " 

Stimulated Emission 

Figure A.l: Phase Change Due to Spontaneous Emission. 

Mc  + e^1  = Mae~^ (A.2) 

where <f>i is the random phase of the spontaneously emitted photon and A^i is tho re

sultant phase shift with respect to the coherent carrier phase. By equating the real and 

imaginary parts of the above expression, we have 

Mc + cos(<fo) = M, cos(A<£i), 

and 

sin(0i) = Mssin(A0j) . 

These two expressions give 

Mg = M* +1 + 2 Mc  cos(<£i), (A.3) 

e„8(AA) = (A.4) 

and 

. / * i \ sin(<^ 
sin(A^i) = — (A.5) 

Because <j>\ is uniformly distributed over [0,27r], we have 

jE7[sin(A0i)] = 0. 
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Therefore, 

E[e-1**>] = J5[cos(A^i)] = + ] . (A.0) 

From the above equations 

MC + cos(<fo) r -sina(^i),i sin'C^i) /A„, 
M : — — A / ? — ] ~ 1 _ ^ A ? r -  ( A J )  

Since 

then, 

£[sin2Wi)l = |£[1 - cos(2^i)] = I 

£^ = 1-4W 

Now assume there are N spontaneous emissions over r, the total phase change is: 

A<f> = + A(f>2 + A^3 + +A<^v • 

From the shot noise process, N is a Poisson random variable with mean given by 

< N >= RT, where R is the spontaneous emission rate. 

From the distribution, we have 

P(N = fc) = E~RT(^K . (A.8) 

Therefore, 

E[e~^] = EN[E(e- j £k' i'1e- i £k'he- j £k' t'3e-'^lN] 

= E[E~^ )NP(N = k) = J2 <f>KP(N = k) 
k k 

~ V kl k 

=  e - R r ( A . 9 )  
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where 

<t> = E[e~^] = 1 - 5^7 = 1 -

Here tcoh is defined as the coherent time of the light out of the laser diode, and 

iZ(l — <j>) = therefore, 

E[e-i*+] = e-'co* . (A.10) 

The final expression for the autocorrelation becomes 

*,(r) = e->Te-^T . (A.11) 

By taking the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function, the power spectrum 

density is 

This is often called a Lorentzian spectrum. 

For the purpose of justifying the results in Eq. (4.21), we rederive Eq. (A.6) based on 

having 2A^i instead of A<£i then 

£[e-j2^,] _ ^cos^A^)] = 2£[cos2(A&)] - 1 • (A.13) 

But from Eq. (A.7), 

£[COS2(A0i)] = 1 - sin2 fa 

and 

then, 

£[sin3^i] = ^£[1- cos(2^i)] = i 
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Based on the above analysis, Eq. (A.9) becomes 

E[e-i***] = e-Rr^-^ (A.14) 

where 

therefore, 

1 1 Mi Rtcoh 

E[e-***] = e~4^T . (A.15) 

A.2 Channel Interference P.S.D 

The autocorrelation function was given by Eq. (3.14) 

4jr(l — ^)e~alTl cos WIT for |r| < T, 
R x, ( T ) =  ; 

0 otherwise 

where 

a = dr> 

and 

A - 2Ry/p7^Ph -

In the following, we will derive the power spectral density of x/(<) by performing the 

Fourier transform of RXI(T). First, we decompose RXI{T) as follows 

(1 - ̂ r)e"°M cos W/T = g(r)f(r) + ®(r) (A.10) 

where 

9(T)=±\T\e-°M (A.17) 
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/(r) = cosw/r, (A.18) 

and 

X(T) = e-0'Tl cos WIT . (A.19) 

The Fourier transforms of the two terms in Eq. (A.16) are derived below. 

The Fourier transform, G(w), of g(r) is 

G(w) = jT Te-(a+ jw1TdT -  J°^ re^~^Tdr} 

+ (a + juJ1 " <" + - «-(»+«)!•]} . (A.20) 

The Fourier transform, F(w), of /(r) is 

F(w) = it[6{w -  w{) + 6(w + «>/)] . (A.21) 

Convolving G{w) with F(w), and calling the result H(w), then 

H(w) = -^-G(w) <%> F(w) 
2 7T 

2T(a - j ( w  

1 
-  W l ) ) 2  

2 T(a + j(w 

1 
-  W l ) ) 2  

2T(a - j ( w  

1 
+v>t ) r  

i 

[1 _ (a  _ j(u, _ Wl^e-(a-j(w-w,))T _ e-(a-j(w-w,))Tj 

+  2T(a + j(w + w,))'11  - (" +  J(W +  

(A.22) 

The first two terms of the above equation, if we denote them by ffi(w), are the same as 

the last two terms except that they are at different frequencies. Analysis will be done on 
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the first two terms and the result will apply to the last two terms. After some complex 

number analysis, we rewrite the first two terms as 

HiM = [1 - z\Te~* lT  - e"*,r] + ̂  [1 - zxe~^ - e"'»r] 

where 

z\ = a — j{w — wi) and z\ is its complex conjugate, then H(w) becomes 

Hl^ = (a2 
+ ~ W*' +:>2awu} 

-  (a2 +U iyTRe[a2iaT + 1} + (aT ~ 1)w"+ j((°2T + 2a)wu + «>3T)]e-'» V T] 

(A.23) 

where wu = w — wt .  

Define a new complex number B\ e^1  

where 

Bj = \J[a2(aT + 1) + {aT -  l)w2 ,]2  + [{a?T + 20)1^, + w^,T]2 ,  

and 

= arctantjg^2^^'^,]-

Therefore, 

*.(») = (al + ̂ |)ar - "h -

= (a2 + L^)2T^2 ~ ^ ~ BIE~ATcob(wII t + Ml • (A.24) 

Using the same procedures on the last two terms and denoting them by Hi(w) then, 

Hi{w) = (a2 + wll)TRe[a2 ~ W>> " B^e">T^W2lT] 

= (a2 + L|,)2r^2 ~ ^ - ̂2e"oT COS(W2IT + <FO)] (A.25) 
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where 

B2  = YJ[A?{AT + 1) + (AT -  l)u,2,]2 + [(aT + 2A)W2T  + w^)1, 

& = arctan[Jg:̂ 4)' 
and 

t«2/ = w + wi . 

Then, 

H(w) = J?i(u;) + i/2(w) 

= (a2 + l?,)2r ̂ °2 ~ ~ Bie~aT cos(wuT + fr)l 

+ WT^f[a2 ~ W*' ~ 526-07 cos(w*iT + M] • (A.20) 

The Fourier transform of ar(r) is the convolution of the Fourier transform of the exponen

tial term, ®i(r) = e-0'1"', with the Fourier transform of /(r). The Fourier transform of 

the exponential term is 

X^w) = /°r e(0-JU,)Tdr + /0
r e-^+^dr = jq^r[l - e-aTi?e[(a + jw)e'wT] 

Then, 

A"(u>) = ^Xi(w)®F(w) 

= 2 * 2 [a - B3e~aT cos(wUT + <fc)] + 2 ^ 2 [a - BAE~AT COB{W2IT + <FO)] 
fl "r ^1/ x 

(A.27) 

where 

tt>l| = w — wi, 

W 2 I  =  W  +  W l ,  

Bz = y^ + a2, 
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Ba = \jv)\x  + a2 ,  

<f>z = arctan(^u), 

and 

^4 = arctan(^) . 

Substituting a = the P.S.D becomes 

5«(») = yW-'M 

yj[2 J £_ 
-[- B$e~ 'coh cos(wuT + ̂ 3)] 

2(jf-+ «»?,) tcoh 
coh 

+ 2t^by1ii"B,e"!Srco'("'ar+^)1 

coh 

j42 r 1 2 

2T(j#- + "?l)a 'L» ycoh 

[_ «,2 ;  _ Bi€~ 'coh cos(wuT + )] 

^ _ B2e-7%; cos(W2,T + ̂ a)]. (A.28) 
•"Ip—+ 1v2ly tcoh *c oh 
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APPENDIX B 

B.l Noise PSD's At The Phase Detector's Output For RZ 

The new noise term after the signal passes through the squarer was defined by Eq. 

(5.6) as 

ni(t) = *ino(0 cos[wbt + 2il>vco(i) - Arpi(t) - <f>i(t) + . (B.l) 

If we assume i)vco(t) - AV>«(<) < then we may make the following substitution In 

Eq. (B.l) 

2 i ! > v c o ( t )  -  A V > , ( 0  «  A .  

With this substitution Eq. (B.l) becomes 

ni(t) = kina(t) cos[wrf + A- &(/.) + . (D.2) 

Now we find the autocorrelation of this process as 

Rn i(M + r) = £?[ni(«)ni(< + r)] 

= k^E[na(t)na(t + r)]E{cos[wbi + Aipi(i) -

x cos[wt(< + r) + AV>,(< + r) - <j>i(t + r) + ^]} 

= *?.Rna(r)£{cos[u;6* + Aipi(t) - &(t) + |] 

X cos[u>6(* + r) + A+ r) - + r) + ^]} . 
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The expected value of the second term of the above autocorrelation is 

£7{cos[u>i/ + — ^i(t) + ̂ ] X cos(a)} 
a 

= |-B{cos[to6r + Af(t) - A&(*)]} (B.3) 

where 

a = Wb(t + r) + A + r) - <f>i(t + r) + §, 

A&(<) = + T) ~ 

A7(t) = A+ r) - Arpi(t) = A^2{t) - A^i(0, 

AV»2(t) = - *2 + T) - ipi,k(t - t2), 

and 

A^i(f) = - h + T) - - tj) . 

In the above expectation analysis, we did not consider the high frequency cosine term 

because it will disappear as will be shown shortly. 

This autocorrelation process is cyclostationary so we take its average value as follows 

1  f T  
Rni(r)=r/0 + r)dt . (D.4) 

This operation will also eliminate the high frequency term in the expected value expreRsion 

RnAT) = JQ Rna ( T )E{coS[w b T  + A>r(t)-AMt)}}dt 

= §;Rna(r)£J?{cos[u,6r + A7(*) - A&(*)]}<*< . (B.5) 

To evaluate this integral, we first do some analysis on the expected value term involved. 

£{cos[iu6r + A7(<) - A<£,-(<)]} = ±e>w"TE[e'*'>M]E[e->*,t"W] 

+ LE- IV">TE[E-JA''W]E[E>A* IM}. 
6 
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(B.0) 

Now we treat each of these expectations separately. Based on the phase noise analysis of 

Appendix A, 

E[e = JS[e-iA7(<)] = E[e>*+-i(0e-iA^W] = _E[eJA^(0]£[e-.»^>(0] = {c~wT}» = 

_2 JlL 
e 'coh , 

For the modulation phase noise expectation, let y(t) = e~^*\ then 

£[e»A*W] = = Rv(t,t + r) 

and 

But 

E[e-j*Mt)] - ̂[e-i^O+Tjgi^W] _ R»Nt + r) # 

Rv(t,t + r) = + . 

Then the average value of the autocorrelation becomes 

£ 2  „  | r |  1  f T  
RnAT) = YRna(T)e~ 'c°h cos(wbT)f Jo Ry{t,t + r)dt . (B.7) 

Based on the analysis of Chapter 3 for RZ signals, Eq. (3.15), the autocorrelation becomes 

-En, (r) = y JZn.(r)|(l - cos(tubr) . (B.8) 

Let RZ(T) = (1 - ̂ )e"2'«'> cos(u>jr) then, 

Rn i ( T )  = %Rn a ( T )Rz ( T )  .  (B.0) 

The noise power spectral density at the squarer output is the Fourier transform of RU) (r) 

5n» = f ̂ snM®sz(w) (n.io) 
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where SN„(U>) = SMP(TT)) + S ILP(W) which are defined in Chapter 4. 

Since Rz(T)  has the same form as RXI(T), which is derived in Appendix A, its Fourier 

transform SZ(UJ) is 

c.6(»,| + *,)) 

coh 

coh 

1 4 2i_ 71 

- Bie~*coh cos(ti>j- + <£,)] 
2T(J- + wWltlh 

11 v l2 
coh 

1 ,4 2 „ -JL , T 
- 2T(-T— + w2)2"^ ~W2~ B2e~ 'TO* cos(w3-  + fo)] (11.11) 

'coh 

where toj = w—wb, w2 = w+Wb and all other parameters pertain their original definition*). 

Eq. (B.10) represents the combined P.S.D's of channel interference noise and shot 

noise which can be rewritten as 

Sni(w) = Sch(w) +S th(w) (D.12) 

where 

SM = |\(») ® 5,(to), (11.13) 

SAH(W) =  ̂ S*IP(W) ® S,(W)T (B.14) 

and with reference to [9], the phase noise P.S.D is 

V(«0 = ̂  (11-13) 

where 6W is the laser linewidth. 
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B.2 Noise PSD's At The Phase Detector's Output For NRZ 

The last two terms of Eq. (5.32) represent the noise at the output of the One Shot 

device. The second term, is defined as q(t) and the last term as na(t). In the following 

subsections we treat each noise term separately. 

B.2.1 Analysis of q(t) 

The phase detector generated noise is given by the second term of Eq. (5.32) 

9(*)=4" £ cos(AMiCm-ElCjMt-rnT) (D.10) 
m=—oo 

where E[Cj] = assuming Cm takes on 0,1 with equal probability. 

Let Bm = Cm — E[Cj] then Bm takes on ±5 with equal probability and q(t) can be 

written as 

9(0 = 4r 53 cos(Aipi,k)g(t - mT) . (11.17) 
m=—00 

At the output of the phase detector this noise term becomes 

?2(0 = 4-[ 53 Bm cos(Ai>i,k)g(t - mT)] cos[wbt + ipvco(t) + . (D.18) 
m=—00 

The mean of qi{t) is zero because of the nature of the data Bmconsequently, the variance 

of 92(0 is 

= ^-E[COS2(AM]E[BTBM] 
4 

x 53 53 9'(* ~ lT)9(l- rnT)E[coB2[wbt + VWo(<) + |]] • (U.19) 
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But 

£[COS2[U;6* + i>vco(t) +1]] = L£le-W(«»«+*'-W+})] + L£;[e?i(i»»«+ih.«(0+})] +1 . (j].20) 

The first and second terms of Eq. (B.20) are zero because iJ>vco(i) is assumed to be 

uniformly distributed over [0,27r] (see Appendix A for details on phase noise) then, 

£[cos2[«;fc< + ipvco(t) + f 11 = 5 • 

Assuming data are uncorrected then 

E[B2J = \  for / = m 

0 otherwise 

and from Eq. (4.20) 

£?{cos2[AV>;,fe(<)]} = g + 2e~ 'coh cos(2wlF&t) (B.21) 

then, 

A4  1 1 • |A t |  00  

= 32 ^2 + 2e~ cos(2u ,^A<)] H S2(t ~ mT) . (B.22) 
m=—oo 

Let p(t — mT) = g7(t — mT) then, 

A4  ' |A< |  00  
CT®2 = 64 ̂  + 6~ 'CoH cos(2u'̂ A<)] S P(< ~ ™T) . (D.23) 

m=—oo 

Using the Poisson Sum formula, the variance can be written as 

= + e~4^ «>s(2t»,FAt)] J] Pi^e'*2^ (B.24) 
n=~oo 

where PQ is the Fourier transform of p(t) and At = <2 — <i which is defined in Chapter 4. 

E[B,Bm] = 
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B.2.2 Analysis of na(t) 

The noise term at the detector's output, corresponding to na(t), is 

n3(t) = na(t) cos[w(,t + il>veo(t) + | ] .  (D.25)  

Based on the same approach used for RZ code the autocorrelation of ri3(t) is 

Rn3( r)  = Eln3(t)n3( t  + r)] = |.R„0(r) cos(tutr)e"iSr (B.20) 

where Jt„a(r) is the autocorrelation of n0(<) defined in the previous section. 

_ -lil-
Let Ry(r) = e 'coh cos(wbr) then its Fourier transform is 

S»(w) = i • 4 2  Y v  +  i , 4 2  V" ,—\2 • ( n > 2 7 )  1  + icohi™ ~ wb)2  1 + t2coh(w + wb)2  

Since, 

R« 3 (T)  = |iZ„a(r)i2v(r) (B.2R) 

then the total additve noise P.S.D at the detector's output is 

Sn3(w) = j^Sna(w) 0 Sy(w) (11.20) 

where, as before, SnaM = Snip(v>) + Si l p(w) . 

The total noise power at the loop ouput, for NRZ signals, is 

f ftot,NRZ -  ac + a» + °l + aq2  (fl.30) 

where 

= 2^2 J ̂  Sc(w)\Q(w)\2dw, (B.31) 

= 2^2 /_~ S,(w)\Q(w)\2dw, (B.32) 
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°*h  =  l -oo S p h ~  Q(w)\2dwi  (n-33) 

Se(w) = Sj l p(w) <g> Sy(w), 

and 

5»(f) = &nip(w) ® ^v(u0 

where, Sph(w) is defined by Eq. (B.15). 
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APPENDIX C 

C.l Total Noise Variance In The Detection Branch 

The detection branch consists of an integrate and dump filter followed by a threshold 

detector. The filter is assumed to have a rectangular pulse as its impulse response which 

is given by 

g(t) = rect(j^) (C.l) 

where 

T/ is the pulse duration. 

The transfer function of this filter is the Fourier transform of g(t) given as 

G(w) = Tisinc(^) . (C.2) 

The shot noise variance and the channel interference variance, at the output of the 

integrator, are 

°llp = ̂  J ̂  Snip(w)\G(w)\3dw, (C.3) 

ol„ J SJlp(w)\G(w)\2dw, (C.4) 
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and for the phase noise, since we assumed the noise is low pasB, the variance was derived 

as Eq. (4.20) 

o A4T |Ae| „ |ai| 
g—[1 + e 'coh cos(2w if At) - 2e~ 'coh cos(wipAt)} . (C.5) 

The total variance is the sum 

<r2 = °llp + °\r + (C.6) 

where Sn,p(w), Sitp(w) and Snp(w)are defined in chapter 4. 

C.2 Approximations and Assumptions 

Throughout our analysis, we made some simplifying assumptions and approximations). 

These assumptions are 

• The photodetectors are assumed to have a specified frequency range, so they will 

only respond to input signals in that frequency range. 

• The signal phase noise, the channel interference noise and the shot noise are statis

tically independent from each other. 

• For the noise analysis, we neglected the phase noise in the recovered carrier and 

assumed a perfect carrier recovery. 

• The signal, at the bit timing loop, is assumed to be much bigger than the noiso. 

Therefore, the square of the noise is assumed to be negligible compared to the signal 

and maybe dropped. 
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